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ABSTRACT 
TMa paper, follawfng a brief introduction, is divided into 
five parttr. 
for the gwrtbd, fonhed and excited states of molecules. 
a bdei? sumnary of the fnteraction integral8 and their tabulatfono 
Parti I11 outlines an autamatic program designed for the computation of 
variow state8 of 1110%Seult38~ 
gmund, ianised aexi sotcited states of CO, BH and N p  where the program0 
of automatic c o p t a t i o n  and moleoular integrals have been utilizede 
Part V enlfste sane special probleers of Molecular Quantum Mechnfce which 
Part I outlines the theory of the molemlar orbital method 
Part II sfves 
Part IV gives examples of the study of 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
may, t o  a f i rs t  approximation, be considered separately and t h e i r  
respective contributions t o  the energy are  t o  t h i s  approximation 
additive , thus: 
Since the hawledge of electronic levels forms the basis  f o r  
understanding of spectre and the s t ructure  of molecules, we shal l ,  
therefore, i n  t h i s  review discuss the electronic levels  ( s t a t e s  or 
wave functions) of molecules and will outline a procedure f o r  t h e i r  
automatic cornpatation on the electronic machine. 
Sfnce molecnles art? buSlt from two or more t?t,oms, it is obvious 
tha t  an nndersLandine of the electronic  s t e t a s  of nmlecules must be 
b u i l t  ilpnti e pr'tor hoMledqe of the  e1.ectronic s t a t e s  of atoms. 
Just a s  each mercy Perel of an atom e o r r e ~ p o n d s  t o  a certafn 
elei-'tmn$c c n n f i m r a t i o n  aimmilarly molerular  spectra are anel-ysed 
intc, levelss each of which is analogous t o  en electronic level  i n  an 
atnm, -59th each electronic level is associated a eroup of neighbouncl 
fne levels  which a r e  attributed t o  the quantized vibration of the 
molecule. 
of levels due t o  the quantized rotation of the molecule with the 
Again each vibration level has associated w i t h  it a group 
same electronic configuration and the same energy of vibration. 
Theorjr: 
(J 1 shows tha t  the electronic, vibrational, and rotat ional  levels 
The oalmlat ion of the electronia ywo fwmtioua of atoms and molecules 
#ith more tbn kre, electronS, is baaed on the brtree Model of the atom, 
whieh give8 an agpraxirnate Wrlw of the t o t a l  state function y ~ b t a i n e c i  
by the product of n one-electron fnnctions Y/Os. Thus 
&rtred2) SaggeSted on the basis of plausibi l i ty  tha t  each omrelectron 
function y/ i n  equation (1) shou~ satis* a one-electron S e w e r  equa- 
tion, i n  whieh the potent ia l  iaeludea a tenu thet  take8 in to  acootrmt ths 
couloub field of the ot&er elmfFons a8 well a8 the field aFising frola nuclei. 
He chore th l a  tam as the  olassical  e lectrostat ic  potential of the rrl normal- 
isad cimrge distribafio- I yj1%2. 
Hence Ms equations f o r  U; am 
tb en- value of the ith eleotraa, I 
vt ia the  potential energy of the ith electron i n  the field of -lei alone, 
d~ is the integration oper the entire apace fo r  the jth electron, 3 
2 b  the smapetLon over all values of j * 1, 2..n except when j - 3 c. J 
and 
-hZ is the Mnetic energy operato9 of the ith electron. -A  a i  
vqnationa (2) b e  been further m o d e i d  by Pocd3) so as t o  include 
achange terns, end are now knm as Hartroe-Fack equations 
inwMch ti= $ 
The general procedure f o r  solving Hartme-Fock equations is one of t r i a l  
y9s, solves the equations f o r  the required and error. 
& 9s and 
One essu~nes a set of 
y e s  and compares the resulting y/ Os with the  assumed ones. 
Guided by t h i s  comparison a new set  of y v s  is chosen and the procedure 
is repeated. This process is then continued u n t i l  the assumed and calculated 
This i t e ra t ive  method of solving equations (3) is called the  y J o s  agree. 
Hartree-Fock aelf-consistent f ie ld  method. 
For atoms, the problem of SOlVing Hertree-Fock equations is  great ly  
sfmplified by the cent ra l  symmetry. 
of cen t ra l  symmetry the  nmnerbal solution of these equations is a very 
dfff icul t  problemo 
o rb i t a l  approximation, described i n  the nex t  section. 
For molecules because of the absence 
T h i s  di f f icu l ty  is  overcome by using the molecular 
MOL’?CULAR ORBITAL # m O D  
The molecular orb i ta l  method ia essentially an extension of the Bohr 
theory of electron configurations f r m  atoms t o  molecules. 
i e  aasigned t o  a oneelectron wave f’unction, or molecular orbi ta l ,  which i 8  
Each electron 
t h e  quantum mechanical analogue of an electron orbit .  
(MC?) are  generally b u i l t  up a8 l inear  combinations of atanic orbi ta l8  ( I C A O ) .  
~ o l e c u l e r  orb i ta l s  
The molecular orbital theory, based on e single-dstenninantal wave 
function f o r  the  ground s t a t e  of molecules having doubly occupied orbi ta ls ,  
has been applied t o  molecules, on the  l ines  similar t o  Hartree-Fock treatment 
for atoms, by a number of workers (‘ 8 5 8 6 ) e  
sidered a deteminsntal  wave function i n  which molecular orb i ta l s  
Lennard-Jones(’l) has ala0 con- 
4 I 
Y J p  Y2 O o D  y'p are  eaaociated w i t h  two electrons of opposite ( d and (3) 
Such a wave function can be w r i t t e n  
where pruns over the ( 2 p q ) l  permutations of the  (2n+q) variables end 
(+l)p is the  parity of the pth permutation. Con;sidering a l l  the I 
I fumtions a1 orthogonal, he has also deduced B se t  of d i f fe ren t ia l  q u e -  I 
tiona f o r  their optimum f o m o  These equation8 fo r  the paired spins can 
be written 
(E + J = K) Yn f q&*Ym ( 5 )  
where H, J and K a r e  the barerunclear field H8lailtonian operator, Coularb 
operator and hhange  operator reapectively. is defined by 
end the  c o u l d  operator Ji end the E-change operator Ki are defined by 
and 
so that they can be expres8ed a8 one-electron Integrals involving the 
operators Ji and K io 
Quatiom ( 5 )  do not deflne the orbitals uniquely so that  the motion 
of the electrons can be described wlth equal accurecy using several types 
of orbi ta lso 
is defined by t h e  condition t ha t  
One possible type ia the molecular orbital description which 
L n '  0, m P n  (8) 
From t h i s  definit ion It can be proved that  each molecular o rb i t a l  
belongs to one or  other of the  irreducible repreeentations of the symmetry 
maup of the molecule. This means that they cannot be localized i n  a certain 
part of the mdEculcp but am apreed throughout it. 
rinmt wave finetion. 
tho d e r  of 0 electsbnr (MOO), it cm tte 
4 
identiealwith my of the rest. 
N 
the R i t s  verletloaal proceas. Thle wave function can be written as  
~i the ~ a i  d electrons ( w ~ )  ir not equal t o  
tbt them ir no ( 8 s 9 )  
mama any of taw Orbitrlr aoataSa1~ & eleutronm ehaplrl be 
In tho mort general fom we may Introduce 
+ N molecular orbitals, a l l  of which may be varied independeatly i n  " P  
In addition to beitlg more general than (h),  the wave equation (9) he8 
the additional r b n t a g e  of sfmplifying the variational problem. 
ing  out linear transofmation witMn the deterwinant, we may take the d 
oxbitel8 t o  be an orthogonal set; the mme applisa ta the (3 orbitals. 
However, there is no need for any of the 
of the (3 orbitallr, slnce the complete one-electron fhnctlona are orthogonal 
on scootlnt of spin. 
By carry= 
orbitsla to  be orthogonal t o  any 
The to ta l  electronic enem for mch a wave function is given by the 
f oxnmla 
. *  where H, the complete many electron Hralltonian f a  
Hi is the Hamiltonian operator : P a r  the in electron i n  the f i e l d  of the 
nuclei alone. 
For the m e  hnction of equet2on ( 9 )  we have, therefore, 
. .  
I 
whsrr H is  totally aycumet*el in a l l  its variables. Fost of the penmula- 
tions fn (12) lead to vanishhg tSrras on aocount of orthogonality. The only 
mea that do not vanish are the identical pernutation and a l l  single penmlta- 
tiotm of the 8 8 1 ~  spin. 
3 d+@ 
Theue lead to the folladng aqwemhu for tbe energy 
d n 
Here and Indicate ammation m r  d f i x e a  corrssponding to 
a 4 A 
molemlar orbital8 u;' that are ocUupied by and (3 eleotrone reepemtimly. 
If we are dealing with a cloee shell grmd state in which the two seta 
of arbitah are identical, tbe energy expreslrion (13) reduces to the wual 
D O  sELp.coKsIsTBwT FIISLD a?Bw 
In the  LCAO MO method all the s3.eotrona of the molecule are mpreaented 
by linear cabiaations of atotala orbitals. 
= t 4  3c Y; rb t. 
The condition that the MO's be orthogonal then reduces to 
. -  
7 
l 
A, d P  , & the total aoulomb and exchange matrices are defined 88 
d+P 
L 
equation (20) yb obtain the mininzisation candition n 
From (23) we conclude that the coefficients 4, mat s e t i a  
_. 
according as yi be associated with d or (3 elmtrans. We can further 
dfagonallrre the matrices 3 1  
of i i ta l s  reducing equations (a) and (25) respectively to 
by the orthonorm01 transofhetian of the 
The elemente of the matrices B, J and 5 "*' are defined by 
T m h  equations (26) and (27) deacrfbe two atreightfomld eigarwalue 
problems, th8 calmlatian of the elmenta of matrix J, which is camon to 
both the eigen-valuo problaas. The equations are, therefore, beet solved 
1. to b e e n  with, values of ai are asoumed cornistent with the 
orthononnality condition of equation (17) , 
3. 
eolved for n laweat roots and for their coefficients ji and , 
the detenninante (equation 29) of secular equationa (26) and (27) are 
d Q 
d 
IF - l S l - 0  8 (29) 
Ed and E' are defined by 
d 
.L Fd - E + J - &  
(30) (3 (3 and p = J + J - s  
d 4. 
~ a t r i c e s  J ,  H , 5 
attained3 that is, the coeff%clenta 4% and . ( ~ i  obtained fmn the nth 
cycle are i n  agreement uith those obtained frau the ( ~ 1 ) ~ ~  cycle, wlthln 
the new uoefficients pi and a:, thus obtained, are used to calculate 
d Q  and the proceas is repeated till self-aonsistemp is 
d P 
predetemlned l i m i t s .  
secular equation8 give the =A0 mat? and the e ~ n - v a ~ u e r r  ei the vertical 
ionisation potentlal8. 
we shall describe i n  the follawing section the colapatation of rtasliu 
and moleuular integral8 rapired in the calculation of - S, E, Land K matrices. 
c 
10 
FAKT II. 
TABLTS OF MOLBcm,A RINTP;CWALS 
A variety of pbpsical properties of molecules such 8s energies, polpriae- 
bilities, lrwceptibilities, and tranaftion laolaenta can be calculated by ude 
of quantum mechanics fran ths knowledge of roleoular wave functions. 
calculation of theme functions by any of the standard methods, such a s  valence 
The 
bod o r  molecular orbital, involves the calculation of molecular integrals 
which is extranely tedious and requires coneiderable mathematical underetand- 
irg, 
integrals; however, progress ha8 been made In the past few para i n  the 
evaluation of the basic integrals. 
Un t i l  recently only upproxhafs methods were uaed t o  waluate these 
b e r i c a l  valaes of sumo of these integralr  
are  not &fielent t o  provide a l l  the integrals required in the calculation 
of mo1eaul.r m e  Amctions. 
It has therefore been consfdered worthwhile to study a number of these 
integrals and tebnlate t h e i r  values. In camying out these caqmtationa a 
number of factors were considered and material tabulated for: 
(1) Integrals which contain all the interaction integrals a r i s ing  in the  
calculation of the pruperties of diatauic molecules containing eleatrons of 
l a ,  28, and 2p atomic oPbitals. 
(2) Integrals or their  a d i a x y  functions as fbMMons of one o r  two 
variable8 arerulde ranges of interrrPclear distance. 
c 
(3) Integmla which am f'unctiona of more than two variables which have 
been axpmssed a s  a l inear  combination of auxiliary functions of two variables 
f and '? The values of'*! may range from 0 t o  1, and a l l  the required 
values a t  mitable  intervals are tabulated, while the values of 1' may range 
fim o t o  
fo r  value8 of the internuulear distance even bepnd the dissociation distance. 
Tables which contain onecenter oneelectron a* two-center two-eleutmn 
. T& upper l i m i t  of the Value6 of r 18 chosen t o  hme integrals 
11 
integrals  have been prepared autamatiaally on an eleutronlc computer. The 
monocenter fntsgrale involving Is, 20, and 2p atomic orbftala are upeciel 
cases of tawcenter integralla for I 0 and can also be obtained irap! t h e s e  
tab les . 
The table6 of in tegrs l s*  are divided in to  faur parts a& will appear i n  
six volumes. 
Volume 1 (designated a s  Part I[) contains twrrcenter two-electron 8nd 
monocenter one-electron-integrals. 
volume 2 (design8ted a0 Port If) contains two-center twcrelsctron and 
monocenter twcrelectroa Canlamb integrals. 
Volume8 3, 4 and 5 (designated as Parts III (a), I11 (b) and Iff (c)  
IS€ W S €  Y 66 
'-.do ' - d o  contain 5 A ( P'T') 
hybrid integrals .  
C ( fy 1 cwd c t p;.l')auxilliary functions of the 
Volume 6 (designated as Pert IV) contains exchange integrals and the 
a u ~ c i l l l a r y  hnctions,  W and 0, required f o r  the computation of ~ome cchange 
integralcr. 
FHOICE OF ATOMIC ORBITALS 
For the Caapnt.tion.of the different types of integrals given below, 
* The tables of in t eg ra l s  a r e  being p b l i s h e d  by NASA i n  Six volumes (far 
part8 and contain Over two million values and cover over 
I and II bave already been published and di8tributed t o  d i f f e r e n t  l ibraries and 
scient is ts  upon request t o  NASA. Copies of these tables can be made available, 
of charge, t o  accredited workers upon request t o  NASA, 1520 H Street 
Northwest, Washington 25, DA., Attention Mr,. Cm-1 8. Palmer, Deputy Director, 
5oOO pages- V01~~198 
nnai - -  -0 n-----L n-,.l- --A n-&--&- 
where the effective charge is arbitrerye 
TYPES OF INT-Ls 
The following type8 of integrab or their auxiliary functions are 
/ 4 
8Z-e tabulated In Psrts 1, II, III A n d  IV, The notations ?a , #a , Fa 
used far the various ataaic orbitals on atom a and, similarly, the notatima 
/ I /  
are tlsed for the various atomic ol.bit.18 on ataea b- ' % > 754 
Overlap integral-8: 
Nualeor-attraction integrals 
I 
Potential-energy Integrals t 
C a a l a a b  integrals: 
Hybrid integrals: 
t /  
Rxchange integrals P 
/ 
. _  
Tlmo tables in Part I deal w i t h  the tuo-centar one-eleatrua and mommentar 
o n s e l ~ t r o n  intagrals and azw presented In kro parta. The f!%rst part, 
fable 1(a), c a r t a l ~  m~clearettraation fnt.grals and the s m d  prrt, 
table l(b), ocmtuins a l l  the functions necessary for famm?eriter one-elmtron 
werlap and potential- and kinetic-energy integrals. 
The nuelearattraction tntegrela .M 
M 
and l a  glven for each atonnic-orbital pair I n  table l (e)  far M u e s  of 
it An expanded version of tbe Infomution presented in tMa section i a  j.ncluded 
i n  "Part 1 - Tablea for W C e n t e ~  One-Rlectron W\U?learAttraction, Ove~..lsp, 
d Patentid- and K'iaatia-Babrgg 1xtagrab.n 
fn every case, fonuulae (h2) yie ld  better than 7-digit accuracy for values 
p of beyond the range of the tables. 
CllrwLAP and P O T ~ U G  and KINETIC-EKERGY INTXRdLS 
The munerical values for overlap integrals 
are oontained i n  table l (b)  along with 8ome additional functions necessary for 
two- enter one- elec tron pot entia 1- energy integrals 
and kinetic-energy integrals 
(xa [ - k A l - X A ) = - - ! -  
3 1% (45) A &LO d v ,  a 
These additional fbnctions ere the overlap integrals of the fictitious 
orbitals given by the folluwing eqwtioaer 
I 
The Os and lp O r b i t a h 3  used here are actually 1% and 1/ 
times those given bySlater*s general fonnula. 
respectively, 
r3 
A l l  the overlap integrab including those of the f i c t i t i ous  orbitela are 
given i n  table l (b)  as functions of two paraaaeters. 
huL+bL 
The range8 and latervale of the overlap integrals are aach tbot ell 
fntegrals can be obtained for 
"rr :0.0(p.02)0.94* 
and f o r  
g- O,O(O.1)5O.O(O.2)60.O(O.4)?9.6 if ~1 = % = 1 
# a 
p ooo(o.l)~.o(0.2)to.o(0.4)~9.6 if na - 1, I+, - 2 o r  aa - 28 n, - 1 
y- O,O(O.1)2O.O(Oo~)3O.O(O04)49.6 if ua 
. 
'4, - 2 
The numerical valws of t h e  overlap integral8 are given in the fom 
of 7-digit mantissee (between -1 a d  1) followed by an exponent giving t he  
p e r  of 10 by wbich the mantissas a r e  t o  be nmltiplied. 
For example, the value of (lslls) for p = 25.0 and 0.70 
is given i n  tbe fable as 
3.434471,-4 
(8- sample page bound). TMs d u e  is to be interpreted as 
3.434b71 x loo4 
The overlap integrels (7 IF)  liated i n  the tables  a re  defined so that 
tb fimt rtania orbital i n  ths parentheses is a atan a and the swond is 
on etam b. Only positive values of 7 are  listed so that i f  an integral  wiLh 
a negative value o f y  is needed one m a t  interchange the a and b orbi ta l  
Functions and then obtain the value fmn the approprfate trbler t h a t  is, for 
( O s l I s )  f o r  y= -0.8 one should use (ISlOs) f o r  'f- 0.8. 
* This notation i U d i C 8 t e 8  "values of from 0.0 t o  0.9h i n  0.02 atepa." L i k d a e  
the notation for p indicates  "values of p from 0.0 t o  50.0 i n  0.1 steps, 
values from 50.0 t o  60.0 in 0.2 Step88 and values from 60.0 t o  79.6 i n  0.4 
st-," UUd 80 forth. 
Tables of Molecular Integrals (Part If) 
Tuo-cmw TwpaEmoN CaJLOwB INTEGRALS" 
The general axpression f o r  ixwcmter  two-electron Coulomb integrals is 
given by 
where Xa l X l l w  and 5, \ #  are ataaic o f i i t a l a  on center8 A and B, 
reupectiwly, and vhere 1 and 2 refer t o  ooordinates of electrons 1 and 2. 
The C o u l o n h  integral8 are obviously functions of f ive parameters, namely, 
the four urbi ta l  sxponenta ha pa'# 4, and Ab' end the internuclear 
dlatance R. Hawever, a product of two atomic O r b i t a l 8  on the sane center i r  
equal t o  a radial  ihnction time8 the praduct of two spherical harmonics. 
The exponent of the radial  function l a  the average orb i ta l  exponent of 
the kra constituting otanic orbitale. f t  is thus clear  that these C o u l a a b  
integrals can be eaprerrsed a8 a function of three variables 
pa = 1/2 ( pa +e' >, &, - 1/2( pb + &) end R. Replacing these 
parameters by 
- La- SA r -  
h+ XL 
these integrals can be represented a8 functions of p and T- The c q l e t e  
integral  (11) is then 
9 -& 
* An expanded version of the id'orraetiaa contained i n  this section is included 
i n  Supplement 11 - Tables for R r d e n t e r  TwcrElectron C o u l d  Integrals. 
Sane integral8 for the orbital8 iwolving px and + are not lbted 8lnce 
them can be obtained by aaing the relation 
Table of Molecular Integrals (pert III (a), Part I11 (b), and 
part 111 ( 0 )  
two-center two-electron hybrid integrala fs given by 
// 
-x 6 (2) Y-C%) acv, &VI (531 
where Fag Fan and &, are A@'s on centem 4. and B, respectively, and 
u b n  1 and 2 refei- t o  coordinates of electrons 1 and 2. 
Far t he  hybrid integrals, electron 1 belongs wholly t o  e t m  a while 
electron 2 is exchanged between etans a and b. The 8me method 88 that 
for the Coulomb integrals can be applied, that is, integration mer t he  
coordinates of the second electron i n  the potential f ie ld  of the first.  T h i s  
gives a f'inite series of the  overlap integrals discussed ea r l i e r  when the  
potential due t o  electron 1 i a  spherically eymmetrical, t ha t  58, due t o  
(Is) (Is) ,  ( I s )  ( Z s ) ,  or (28) (2s). For the electron 1 with 2p AO'a the 
aame treatment a8 for the Coulaab integrals can be carried out. 
Unlike Coulanb integrals theee hybrld integrals a r e  not geuerally functions 
of tm, variables. 
auxiliary flmctions C and C g  Theae functions ere functions of two 
They can, however9 be expresaed as  a l inear cambination of 
( I ?  1 
variables, For the C function these variables ace 
/ '/ r .c ( k a  +4 + A a  -+A )@/% 
Act t 4 * +& - A .  
A & + A L  + k g  +A& 
/ f /  
/ i " =  
and C g  is e function of the two variables 
n contained in this section is - Electron Eybrid Intetpals!' 
such that a l l  Q-bris integrals between Is, 2s, and 2p orbi ta ls  can be obtained 
from the tables of supplement III. 
Tables of Molecular Integrals ( Part N ) 
~ O - ~  ! r W O - ~ O  ExmANGE INTM3RAIs 
In the two-center two-electron exchange integrals each of the electrons is 
exchanged between two atans. They are represented by the formula: 
I 'Phese integrals can be evaluated by using the elliptical coordinates snd expmdhg-  
in the series 
where 
D = (- 
T V  
. Intergration w i t h  6 and fk is the la~ger ~ n d  $ the d e r  of 9. 
~ n d  fi, gives the intern and A. respect to f 
I 
/ / - where f, r )  and of equaticms (59) and (60) are given as 
- 0  * An ypanded version of the informtion contained in this section wiu. be included 
in Supplement N - m l e s  for Two-Center !.!!wo--~lectron ~srchange ~ntegrals.'' 
/ / 
where R is the internuclear distance and fia > 
the screening coastarrts of the C J t ~ i C  orbi ta ls  3<61 ,TA ,%a 
~ fie and baare 
r / 
and 
I n  case f -p’ .  these integrals a re  f’unctions of .tu0 variables and can 
be easily tabulated. WhenPF’P*O tb88 integrals are functions of more t h a n  
two variables and cannot be easily tabulated. However. these integrals can be 
expressed as a l inear canbination of the auxiliary integrals W and 0 given 
i n  equations (59)  and (&). These auxiliary integrals can be expreeeed as  
functions of two variablee. 
S t i l l  anotter method of canputing these integral8 has been developed which 
is an extension of the Coulson-and Barnett method for  Coulomb and hipbrid 
integra la. (’ c’ This method 6an also be exteuded t o  three- and foul-center 
integrals. 
The tables i n  Par t  IV conta in- the  numerical values of exchange integrals 
/ 
of (3” (3 along with W and 0 f’unctiona for the exchange integrals of 
0 
?#= (3 fof interval8 and ranges such that  a l l  exchange integrals between 
Is, 2s, and 5, orbi ta ls  can be obtained f o r  diatomic molecules even beyond the  
dissociation l i m i t  
A photographic copy of a page from table l (b)  is attached aong with this 
propo8al t o  acquaint the reader with the type of‘ information contained i n  
each tableo 
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  he two essential st0g9k9)in the calculation of XAO M0'8 and th- 
d 6 ion5xatlon potentials are the calculation of the 2 
the cralculetioa of the LCAO Moos fran these matrices. 
aud E matriaea, and 
It was not found possible t o  constmot a progranaae, which cauld cover 
both these stages of computation in a single mn,becauss of the limitation 
of t b  available storage capecity of the ccmptter. 
p s s i b l e  to  constmot two master progrcmaaes, A and B, prepared in the a m 1  
However, it was found 
manner 
of the 
1. to 
20 to 
3. to 
and 
h* 
punched on I.B.N. carda, requwng less than the available storage space 
machine. The prograrmne A was so constructed as t o  c a w  out the following: 
normalise the vectors si accol.ding to  the equation 
and Ku t o  give matrices J, 
accarding to the equations 
in the birrary form onIoBoH. 
B. 
The pragraname B we8 the autrices E and 4 as the iaprrt data together with 
a card vbich oontaina sane instrwtiona i n  the farn of constants, whlch depend on 
the order of .fhs matricea. The programme solves the eigemeetor eqartlona 
and 
both for 
rotation 
the ZCAO coefficients and 
~ O C e S 8  described in appendices f and 11. 
6s values in a single run by the iteretion- 
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The programme By a t  the end of every mu, punches out the coefficients a -i 
end 
prsvious runy and also i n  the binary form. The si coefficients, pouched out i n  
the binarp form, s a v e  a8 the input date for the aecond run of the progmme A. 
Progrewe A in return punch98 out matrices E and which are  used a8 the 
in@ data for programme B. T h i s  is  oontimed till the required self-consistency 
is obta-d. In a l l  about 1+20 cycles, requiring about hour of canputation 
on the machine, are generally needed for the self-consistent calculation of an 
6 , both in the decimal fcmn, f o r  canpariaon w i t h  the values of the 
i 
d Q 
electronic state of a moleaule. 
THE SCOPE AND USE OF TR& F!€tOGRAlW$ 
The plognemme for the calculation of molecular O i b i t a l 8  is naturally divided 
i&O t W 0  PFbt 
d P (a) evaluation of the matrices E and E frcm the molecular integrals 
of Part II. 
(b) aalculation of the LCAO Hots and their energy values. 
The programme f o r  part A has been so constructed that it can be used f o r  the 
calculation of the matrices for the ground state as well as those for the excited 
and ionic State80 I n  fact ,  it can be used even f o r  doubly and triply ionigad 
s h t t s  ei! molecules; a c a d  PAS been %ads ir! t h  pregrame rsfth t!xe rrecessarg 
inatruotiona pmched out i n  certain .locations, which can be modified 80 a8 to 
exclude the contributiona to  the energy value fran those orbitals,  which remain 
unoccupied i n  any s t a t e  of the molecule. 
Both the plpgrrrmmes, A end B, are constructed, a t  the present &age, t o  
d 
cape w i t h  the E a d  3 0 matrices up t o  the order 10.  his ia due t o  the 
f a c t  tha t  nearly everyarlculetion i n  the molecular orbi ta l  theory can be 
carried out with a matrix of the order l a s s  then 10, if group representatLon 
is taken into consideration (-). However, if it becanes neceesarg 
.. 
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t o  we matrices of the order higher than 10, ths programes can be eaai lymdif ied .  
The programmes are also useful in the more accurate treatments of the uave 
,%nctions of atoms and molecules; such a8 the configuration interaction, and the 
use of codetors (linear cabinations of determinants), which involve the use 
of equations of the type 
Q a 35 0 (65)  
containing the unitary matrix 2. The equations (65) ere a specie1 case of 
equations (a), i n  which the diagonal elementa of the overlap matrix g are  
unity and the off-diegonal elements are zero. 
The above programe8 h v e  been applied t o  calculate the electronic 
- functions and 8ome of the propertie8 o f t h e  following molecules: 
1. co mo~ecula (ground s ta te )  
2. BH molecule (ground s t a t e )  - 
and ’c s ta tes  of N2 molecule (excited s ta tes )  3.%? % ’n u t  3~ J + 
4* B Z 3 +  
U 
and Y ‘c 4- of 9 molecule (ionised s ta tes)  
4 
The calculation8 are  now being extended t o  the ground, excited and ionieed s ta tes  
of a number of other molecules and, a t  the same time, techniques are being 
developed t o  * m e  these wave functions. 
a brief summary of them wfll be given i n  the following sections, will form the 
It is hoped tha t  these calculations, 
basis of farther work i n  the field and i t a  application to other problems of 
molecular phyzdca and speotroscopy. 
TEE STRUCTURE OF CARBON MONOXIDk 6) 
THE MOLECULAR ORBITALS OF CARBON MONOXIDE. The most pract ical  form of 
expreaafon of molecular orb i ta l s  a t  present is t o  1188 linear ombinations of taanic 
orbitals. This method is adopted here for carbon monoxide, atomic orbitals of 
the Sleter; type being -wed far cafion a& ~ ~ Z B S T ,  the o d q  mo6ir”icatioa of tihe 
original Slater  functions being t o  form orthogonal functions from the 1s and 28 
orbitals. 
other, 
t o  be adopted for the sign of the 2p, orbitals is t o  use the oxygen nucleus as 
origin, t o  denote the OC axis as the positive direction and t o  make the p-orbitals 
This ensures tha t  a l l  orbitals on the same atom are  orthogonal t o  each 
A l l  the orbitala will be taken i n  their  nonnalised fom. The convention 
positive on the aide of increasing zi. 
are distinguished by the suffixes o and co  
The a t d c  orbi ta ls  of oxygen and carbon 
Table 1. MOLEULAR ORBITALS OF SYHETRY FOR THE GROUND STATE OF 
CARBON MONOXIDE 
tv 0.675 0.270 0.231 -0.227 43.369 
* 1.0 1.055 15.613 6 0.973 -0.973 
The two a& tightv bound molecular orbitals are taken to be the m e  as the 
at-* orbitals (le), and the (l~)~, their computed energies (negative) being 
562.76 e0 and 308.52 eV. From the four atamlo orbitale of cr aymetm, vis. 
(2.108 (2ps)08 (2~1,  and (2jQcs foar ortb~gonel molecular o*itaU can be COP 
stxwted. Those that satisfy most nearly the equations for the molecatmr orbitala 
and give s e ~ o ~ i s ~  remalt  have the linear coefficients g3-n in table 1, the 
nunemlatam being that aeed by Mulliken. 
pig. 1. t r  bonding raolecular orbitel of CO 
It is inotrwtive to examhe the distribution of the three occupied 
molecular orbftels, which are given in fig. l8 2 ead 3. The most tightly toand 
one, t r  , is concentrated mainly between the two nuclei uhcre the potential 
field is strong. The energy of bonding is accordingly large. It i e  evident 
irosa! the countoura of qual  density, plotted in the -re, that the greater 
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fbu & the oxygen puuS the electron d i 8 t i . i b u t i O n  towor+¶ it. This represents 
form of pohrirretion, or induction. If the bvo auclei were equal, 80 I n  ths 
nitrogen moleoule, tbs dicttribution would be symmetrical about the midplane. 
aspmew in the CO m~hmule -ea a Shif't towards the oxygen and a t  the same 
tlme tksre %a a di8tortim of the pattern near the axggcnr nualew oarresponding 
to 8 coatraef~on of tbc d i 8 t ~ ~ i O . h ;  there iS 8 CorrSrrpaaaiqg axpadon of the 
The 
the carbon ~ l a U S .  
e *  
n 
.- . 
The n& orbital in order of energy iS the / 3 6  one a& t M s  is dia tr ib tod  
. rna4.y on the rci.erse s i d e  of tbe oxygen. This is Uke a lmlissd m e n  ataaia 
80 utrong, 2s due to the powerf'ul influence of the exolnsion prinCfple, for ths 
orbital met be orthogonal to tho t s  orbital . Tbis h p m t a n t  effaot is tllw 
trated also in the next orbital, UC 
of the carbon remote f'ran the cnrygen, for it mat be oehogonal to both ttr andmv 
vhioh is mainly concentrated on t h  s i d e  
We tbrs uee that when electmna are assigned i n  pairs to the b orbitala I n  
eccordawe irith t b  exclusion principle, they are distributed mainly in three 
m g i o ~ ,  vir. between the nuclei, on €Is auter side of the cacygerk and on the 
outer s ide  of tbs carbon respectively. 
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field of oxygen -8 th0 electron distribution W r d 8  it. 
a form of polarisatlon, or induction. If the tuo nuclei were equal, as in the 
nitrolJsn laolecale, the distributlon would be symnnetriud about the midplane, 'phe 
ruymwtry in tbe 
t h e  there 14 a diatortioa of the pattern nmr the cntygcm rmolew corresponding 
This repmsnts  
molecule prachacee a shift fawards the oxygen and a t  the sass 
to a contreation of the distribution;  there is a 00- axpeneion of the 
diutribution round the carbon rraolaus. 
The next orbltal in order of energy is the ~6 one and this is d f ~ t ~ l h t ~ d  
meinly on tbe ruieme &de of tbe oxygen. TMs l a  Uke e localiaed m e n  etodpic 
orbital, rmde up of (2s), and (a8),, directed m y  from the carbon, thougb , 
pofarissd i;o lome extent ~ ~ r d S  it. TXa dfetrt3nt3sli, -Whii?b pats 8 w(s 
of electrow away frcm the carbon and so in a region where the field is not 
80 strong, is due to the powerful influence of the exalusion principle, for the 
o&ital wt be orthogOIlp1 to the tb orbital , 
trated also in the next orbital, u r  , whioh l a  mainly concentrated on the side 
of the carbon remote irom the w e n ,  for it mwt be orthogonal to both t t r  aad 
TMa bpm?ant effmt I 8  tlluw 
We t h u  me that  when electrons are assigned in pairs to the 6 orbitals i n  
eccordrnoe idth the exclasion principle, they are distrlbuted mainly i n  tbree 
reglorm, vls. between the nuclei, on the outer aide of the 
outer s i d e  of the carbon respectively. 
and on the 
I 
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F i g .  3. (~6) nowbonding molecular orbital of CO. 
There are two atoaic orbitals each of and 2pS -try and from them t w  
molecular orbitals each of 
are given in table 2, and the coefficients for u,! are the same. 
and A.J: 8pmetxy are derived. Those for % 
The bonding 
molecular o&ital l a  shown i n  fig. 4. The distribution is 8een to be 
mainly concsntrated in the ne3.ghbottrbood of the oxygen mletrs but wlth 8me 
axtermion of the pattern i n  the d i m t i o n  of the carbon. If, as 8uggestod by 
Hulliken, the eleetrona to be esroaiatui w i t h  each lucleua are oalctllated from 
ths -8 Of the . - _ *  <: ..'@veri in table 2, allowing half the overlap aoatri- 
bution to each, the four electrons assigned to the 
regarded 88 Bistribated between the oxygen and the carbon i n  the ratio of 
cocffici e n  t r  
and ~ p .  orbitale may be 
approximately three t o  one. 
Fig. 4. A n-bonding molecular orbital of CO. 
TH& RLBCZRON DISTRIBUTION lX CO and COP. - The contours of the total 
elmtroa dens i ty  in CO am shown in  fig. 5,  theae being obtained by mmmdng the 
removal of an m e n  a t u b  A canpariama of ths eltmmu dellsity for CCJ and o02 
aa integmted mer planes thraagh points on the nrclear , d s  i e  given in fig. 6. 
It a m  that the main effect is on ths lone pair aide of the carbon atom, the 
dirrtribption betueen the carbon and oxygen not being greatly changed, whsruas 
the distribution mund the oarbcm In carbon dioxide is, of cawset symmetrfoal, 
that b oarbon monuxide project8 out SUghtly on the remote Side from the bdbd. 
T h i s  no d d t  ie the major factor In corrtributlag ta the dipole ament of the 
molecule. It means also that the atolecule ie electron-rioh in that region and 
do ir, l i ke ly  to be attracted to  rlectropMlic g~upa. This amy f a c l l i w e  
at techrut  to other molecules and be a prlmtq step 23 the foxmation of 
=// --’ 
Fig. 5. The charge densitg coutoura of 00. 
6 
Q 
-_ 
C 
- Flg. 6, 
(Tbe fill line curve show8 the cbarge dbtrlbution of .the outer valenae shell 
The charge demity e t  points along the nuclear axes for CO arm3 C02. 
elmfrom of COP; the dotted line curve sbbws the oharge distribution of the 
outer wleuoe shell eleotrans of CO.) 
tm 
szpx3Ts?mc s m m  OF BH 
Thie caleulatioa pret5e1t-b the SCF LCAO HO treatanent of the BH molecule in 
which no approximations exceptlrg those inharsnt in the thorp  bave been applied. 
!ho diffemut treatslerrta, A end B, have been carried aut to ccmpute the wave 
~ U L I I C ~ ~ O D ,  Ionisation potentials, total energy, binding energy, and the dipole 
rnauent of BR. In one of the treatmentar oalled A, the interactions of all the 
d00ti-onS haps been imlnded eXplhItw* In the SeOOnd tm8*8&9 Called B9 
the inner ahell - outer she l l  mmng is nagleoted but all the orbitals are made 
orthogonal to me another and to the inner 8helLS. This is dona t o  find how far 
tb neglect of lnuer shell - outer shel l  mixing; aifeote the xwults of the 
aalcalrtbn. For if this m b h g  oan be neglected, tb elgemtor problem becomea 
shpler and the soalrsatlou of ~ame of the Integrals U also not rcqoired. 
The vavb fhatfone of. the BH aaolemle, oalrmlated by both the tmafments, 
are ihrtha atllired to cwlcalate the total energy, binding energy, &pole 
naawnt, and ionFurt1m po tea t l ab  of the molsaals. All the integrals usad in 
these oalmlatlozm have been c0nput.d et the abserved oquUbritm interrrarolerrr 
separation, 1.2325 A (or 2.329 a h i c  units), of BH. 
The elmtron distribution analyrrie, lmggested by Mulliken, has a lso  been 
aarried oat to get intimate tua1gh.t into the d f s t r i h t i o n  of charge8 arouud and 
betmen the ntclel ,  and ta get meh lnfonnation as the degree of hybridisation, 
and the bo- or  antiboading nature of  Mops. 
ATCMIC ORBITALS AMI Ix: A 0  MU'S OF BH 
The mola0al.r o rb i ta l s  are bullt up from ths Slater  AO's. The notation 
b, 8, and 8 I s  adopted for t lm  3.8, 28, and 2ps AO's of boron; h denotes the l.8 A 0  
of hydrogen. The 2ps A 0  is dlmcted along the ln te rmalear  axis hsving the boron 
n w l e w  aa the orfgia, and the poaitive 8 direction pointing toward the  hydrogen 
nuoleus. 
The etanio orbitals on each atan are nonnaliaed and mutually orthogonal 
except that the nodele8r 2s A 0  3.a not orthogonal to  la. 
I s  therefore fonued from the Is and 28 AO's of boron. 
them orthugonal to a l l  tbs o f i l t a l a  of the same atap. 
The OrfhogOMl 2s A 0  
These nomalised AO's a re  
On laserting the nmessar~r Integrals the matrices 2 and were determined 
The elements of the Ematr ix  depend on the for both tha treatiuenta, A and B. 
undetermined coefflcfenta si and oontain contributions fmn all the occupied 
orbitals of the oloeed-shell ground state. 
denoted by 
For BH, thee orbitala ere here 
U2 and "J . 
7 
The self'-aonristent calculation8,A and B, were performed nsing program of 
Part fIf. After the  self-aonslstency was obtained the eigemeatox-8 * a i  and the 
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given in Table 3 (e) for treafraent A and in Table 3 (b) for treatment 8. 
* 
Table 3. (a) 
ICAO Wo'o 
- -  
ol 
r2 
1.600 b(b) + 0.017 7(8) + 0.006 2(%) - 0.007 1(h) 
-0.dr8 3(b) + 0.558 3(s) + 0.217 l(s) + 0.h81 &(h) 
-7.699 7 
-0.646 6 
A U  the IY098 in =le 3 (a) end (b) sath fg  the ortbonorrPality cond1Hon. * 
TIm OF THE DLPQE MlMSV!F OF BI? 
The dipole moment wa8 detemined bp fllrcllng the center of the ohurge for 
eaab moleaalar orbital aabg tlze well-knm fonaalp 
The integrals were evaluated by uslng the fonnulas given by s a d ?  The laanent 
vas aatually compted from both the origba. The value of the moment wa8 found to 
be 0.389 aa (0.989 D) far each of the treatraente, A clad B. 
Table 4. Capparism of calculated and obuerved total enemgiea. 
Ratio of computed 
to observed 
Totel e n e m  molecular enem d Error 
Calculation A -681.8 ev 
Caloalrfion B -6Q.7 BV 
0*992h 
0-9923 
0.76 
0.77 
TOTAL aJwan OF THE BH WOLECVLE 
The total e n e m  ma calculated by using the faflrPrle - -  
where is the WlBL of tat4 orbital energies of the oc!cup.led orbitals, and . 
The total emerglee for both the treatmenti, A and B, are catpared in Table I. 
For the co9pariuon of the obselpsd bindiug energy with the caluuhted one, we 
have calculated the energy of the boron ataaa, w i n g  the same Slater AO's as  asred 
for tk cabalatian of 
f& to be 
E -  
The calmlated binding 
A and B, together with 
the energy value of BE. The total energy for bon#1 ma 
-666.4 elacltron volts. 
energy of the BE- molecule is even for both the calmlatiom 
the expe-ntal valae, in Table 5- 
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TABLE 5. Calculated end observed binding euergies in 
electron volts 
- .  
- e m  Calculation A Calculation B Experimental 
BB -681.0 w 
B -666.L Bv 
H -13.6 
BSB-R - biding energy -1.8 8v -1.7 ev -2.6 (IP 
lmm!RO!? DISTRIBUTJ OH ANALYSIS 
If 8 nonaallsed MO y of a dietomia molecule is written a8 8 lfneer capnblae- 
tiLon of nolmalised A O ' e A  andFs of the two respective atom8 k and 1, 
y = -t- taxa (69) 
then the atmlc papalation for atcrma k and 1 is given by tb follawing equ8tionr 
reatpec t ivelyt 
where Sm fs the overlap Iutegral fx 
in saah WO, CF and C, are the ICAO coefficient8. The overlap populat5on is 
B is the number of ahcitrons 
7 6  
gLven by 22oC.c&* 
The atantc population N(i@ t h e  calculated is e v e n  i n  Table 6, 
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TAmE 6. A 0  p m l a t i o n  N (i9x) i n  BH 
-0.0004 0.8786 0.8686 0.2532 2.0000 
snbtotals 2.0012 1. Bo113 Lon8  1. 1227 6. oo00 
S - p bybridisetion is 9 . 7 s  
IONIZeD AND 3XCITRD STAT= OF N m  MOLECULE' ' 
4B 
ATOMIC ORBITALS AND Z A O  MOO8 
For the aowtzuction of LCAO MOPS of different states of N2 the follawlng 
set of SlatQ1. AOqs was adopted. 
2ps -7-  
t o  a l l  the orbitals of the same a m .  The notation n8 8 9  1. x, y is adopted 
/ / I /  
fOX' the nitmen 28. -9  and 2'py orbital8 with &9 8 9  %9 y for tha 
corresponding d i t a l a  of the aecond nitrogen atm. The 2ps orbitals are directad 
along the internuclear axis with the positive Z-directions towards each other. 
Fran the 10 atanic orbitals 10 molecular orbitals were fonaed uccording t o  
equation (7 6 ) .  These LCAO WOqs were cbosen eo that they belonged i n  seta 
to  irredmible representations of the epnetry group of N2. TO obtain t h  
proper 8ymmetx-y for these MO*e8 it was convenient t o  introduce syarmetry O r b i t a l &  
the sylmnetrg grapp D 
should be noted that the agaapetrp orbitals are not noraaelirsed. 
to which they belong are given i n  Table 7. 
aoh 
Table 7. 
Synmetry Orbitals of N2 
It 
same synsaetrg V ~ E  fd. These Hogs were related to the symmetry orbital8 q 
by tb tmrmformation 
end 
1. paoana statp 
x'.*g . . 1.091 A 
1.2123 A 
l.I.482 A 
4. mited Statea 
1.293 A 
(1.28 A)  
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X x X X X X x 
X X x X X X --- % 
3 x 
3n 
\z 
X x x X x X X 
X x X X X X - 
x X x x x X X 
I X X x X X -W 
1* 
2, 
-~ ~ ~ 
X 
x 
TABLR 8 
. .. . 
OCCUKID-LCAO MOSS OF DIFFW?WT STATES OF Ne 
(OeneraHsed Treatmeut) 
X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
. I  X x X X X W O  
X 
or 
'p;am and beve the same meaning for the orbitals maupled by (3 electrons, 
as und %n for the ort>ftala occmpied by G( e~ectronr.  
w oalonlated t o t a l  energies for the x 2 z g  and ~~c~ ianisetj &tam of 
?$ are given i n  Table 9A. 
the i0aiSed atate8 and that of the ground u t a b  X'G of N2 are &ven in 
Table 5% along with the eqperimental fonisation potentials (refereme 18) 
and the ionisation energies obtained Frolm the calculation of the gxmnd atate 
(X-Tg+) of N2 Molecule. 
The difference between the calculated energSes of 
c 
The enem of an excited s t a t e  28 calmlated by finding the diffemtnce 
betwen the energy of the exalted ofiitals and the energy of the urlginal 
orbttal ,  fzm wMch the electron ia excited, of the ground atate. The 
, energlea of the excited statea $%, 3% thus calculated, are given In Table 10 
along w i t h  the experimental value8 (refemnee 18) and the energies of A3%+ 
and 183s- are given in Table 11, along wlth the experimental values (reference 18). 
+ 
AM) B 2 ~ +  STATFS OF N 
2 r, U TOTAL E"?IES* OF X 
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Restdated I -108.571 I -108. 8261 
- 
-108. oLl6 
EXCITATION Ei'4hOIES 9 OF C "p end B 3 4  !Y!ATES OF N2 
I Calcuiatfone fra~ the 
3 - 3  
i 
Wave f'unction of 
C % snd B mg S tabs  
i 
I 
apaimsntel 
values 
1 (Generalfted) \ (Restricted) 1 
Table ll 
EXCITATION EIoIwQI[B 
tion till f m  tbb of the umh nadod work on the ionisad aad excited 
41 
Theoretioal 6tudy is being oarried ant by R. C. Sahzd and crollaboratorcr 
. .  
dealing with ths ~ a r i a a ~  problans i n v o l q  molmular wave h a t i o n s  that o r i r e  
in detSnaining the POlogertictS of air a t  high ~ p e ~ u r 9 8 .  
pbleina and oaapututiaaa which are now being tackled by the group 81.8 with a 
'Ehe rrpeclfic 
vim to atadyfng the follavlngt 
1. 'h.anemrt of air t o  12Ooo Og. (Of iBgnediete intern& is 
the teAlperature range 3000% t o  8000%.) Calaulationa wlll imlude the 
marlaas excited states includtng possible quadrupole moauentu. 
The iplportaut diatauic molecules involwd are '02, 0 , ?40 imludlng 
2 
iom and lcmrlyiag exaited states. 
moleculw NO2, H20, and 0 
O f  some interest are the triafaaaic 
3' 
The tramport pmparties refermi to here are diifpuion, viscoeity, 
thenml oondwtivlty, and thennal diffusion. 
2. a s .  How fast doe8 a nowequilibrium mlxture approaoh 
eqtliubrim 
a. Ebbengo procrme8 
e.g. 1 2 3 0 = m O N  
b. Msplaoementreabtiona 
w +q3 '2AO 2 e. g. 
c. Ionisation reactious 
8. g o  190 + X - NO++ e+K 
d. Excitation reactions 
e. g. NO + X - €@+ +X 
lr2 
. .  
(Of particular interest  is the rate a t  which the BO 0 -bo& are filled.) 
e. Msrocht ion rates: ra tes  of transfer 
of rotational, vibrational, and electronic 
energies . 
3. p ectron-blecule Reactions 
a. Elaetia scattefing a scattering from ground, excited, end ionic 
moleaular states. 
b. Inelastic scattering. 
C. Ioniaation reactions. 
d. Coulaub scattering. 
e. Ths reaction No* + e = N+O is of importance in deterrainiag 
whether the electrons are i n  equilSbrirrm with the rest of tho 
4. peaietioa. ~i primary interest is mdiation irora , Y and ‘6 bands 
plasma. 
of NO and fran excitad states of If2. 
babi l i t ie8 accurately the potential curve8 for the variatle exoited 
To eatdmate the tramdtion pnr 
end ground states are needed. 
5. w O K P 8 b ’ M  o l m l e s .  Same of there are C2, CN, CH, OH, and var%c~s 
metallic oxides. 
6. &mu tation of Po t e n t i e l  m e m  CUJPPB. 
The potential snergp cum8 .of different etatee of a number of 
molemulor will be caeapnted by ealculating electronic wave fhctions 
and their  energy values at  a number of ~ n t m o l e a r  di8t~nces (R) 
and drauing the curve with thh electrotl: energy E(R) as the ardineta 
md internuclear distance (R) as the absciesa. 
L 
X t  
APPIBDIX I 
COB 43 
THE DIAQONALISATION. GI? MATRICES 
The iteration-robtion method for the diagonalfsaticm of a matrix is based 
variables xt, y', whioh can be described in the folars 
One can express the quadratiu form 
8 is cboaen such that 
-1 tan 2e - 2h (a - b) 
(79) 
where h is the largest off-diagonal element, a and b being the 
tan - 2. 
0 
0 1  1 "I 4 0 0  COS e Sin e o and T = - a h  8 cos 0 0 0 
then the element in Ti'A Te (-A1) oorresponding to 4.841 will be wro. 
~ 
3 
.. 
, -  
- ,  
The rsetrix, A1, t h a  obtained, is again subjeoted to 8 sinilar 
aperation T’l A T for it8 lergest off-dlagonel element h. 
when a l l  the off-diagonal elements are reduced to tern, or to negligibly 
4 
mall values, the f ’ i~ l  matrix will talse the follawing form 
0.0 
Oa0 1 TD1A,l; Y - p;k5 0.0 0.0 L.m 0.0 I I I 0.0  
OeO I I 0;o 0.0 1.05 p . 0  0.0 0.0 i.mJ 
saggeating that the characteristio roots, which are iuvarisnt under the abuve 
orthogonal transformations are approximately 4.005, 4.000, 1.005 and 1.990. 
c 
. 
c 
The molsmlar 
(E- 
(E- 
cmn be obtained i n  
where & and 2 are the disgonal and unitarg matrices. 
~qaationa (83) are obtained frQa eqnations (82) by replacing & by i t 8  
equivalent 
0 S fs  TO1 & T 
where fr irr the diagonal matrix obtained fran ,S by the iteration- 
(*) 
diagoocrlieed by the iteratiowrotation process using tbe tansforaatlon 
f l  i Y = B (87) 
ionization potentials (refer t o  appendix I) while the veotors 
I 
LOX T Y 
give'the coefficients for the X A O  MO's. 
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